
 
  

LOT 756 
FROM HILLVIEW STUD (AGENT) 

 756  

   
Beneficial (GB) 

  Top Ville   High Top 
Sega Ville 

BAY COLT  
March 1st, 2012 

Youthful   Green Dancer 
First Bloom 

Rag's Lady (IRE) 
(1995) 

  King's Ride   Rarity 
Ride 

 Lady Rag   Ragapan 
Lady Hansel 

E.B.F. Nominated. 

  

1st dam 

RAG'S LADY (IRE): unraced; dam of a winner from 4 runners and 7 previous foals; 
Avondhu Lady (IRE) (2005 f. by Beneficial (GB)): winner over hurdles at 6 years, 2011 

and placed once and placed once over fences, 2012; also 2 wins in point-to-points at 
5 years, 2010 and placed 4 times. 

Kilsheelin (IRE) (2007 g. by Oscar (IRE)): placed once in a point-to-point at 4 years, 
2011. 

She also has a 4-y-o filly by Oscar (IRE) and a 3-y-o filly by Milan (GB). 
  

2nd dam 

LADY RAG: ran 3 times in N.H. Flat Races at 5 years; Own sister to HANSEL RAG and 
No Sir Rom; dam of 3 winners from 8 runners and 13 foals; 
Lord Strickland (GB): 10 wins, £44,843: 5 wins over hurdles and £16,970 and placed 

7 times and 5 wins over fences and £27,873 and placed 7 times. 
Mill O'The Rags (IRE): 7 wins, £24,565: 3 wins over hurdles and placed once and 4 

wins over fences and £17,412 and placed 8 times; also 3 wins in point-to-points 
and placed 6 times. 

Rag Week (IRE): placed once over hurdles and winner over fences and placed 3 
times; also 3 wins in point-to-points and placed twice. 

Marcontess (IRE): placed once over fences; also winner of a point-to-point, broodmare. 
Mona Curra Gale (IRE): placed once over hurdles at 5 years; dam of 2 winners inc.: 

Wise Oscar (IRE): placed 3 times in N.H. Flat Races at 5 years; also winner over 
hurdles, 2011 and placed 5 times and placed twice over fences, 2012. 

Marians Princess (IRE): unraced; dam of Knock Beauty (IRE): placed once over 
hurdles at 5 years, 2012; also winner of a point-to-point at 5 years, 2012. 

  

3rd dam 

LADY HANSEL: placed once over jumps; also winner of a point-to-point at 6 years and 
placed once; dam of 6 winners from 7 runners and 13 foals inc.: 
HANSEL RAG: 6 wins, £40,355: winner at 5 years and placed once; also winner 

of a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years and placed once; also placed 3 times in U.S.A.; also 3 

wins over hurdles inc. Sweeps Extended H. Hurdle, Leopardstown, L., placed 4 
times inc. 2nd Huzzar Extended H. Hurdle, Fairyhouse, L. and winner over jumps 
in U.S.A. and placed once, 3rd Pillar H. Steeplechase, Lexington, L. 

No Sir Rom: 5 wins, £16,797: winner at 5 years and placed twice; also winner of 
a N.H. Flat Race and placed once; also 2 wins over hurdles and placed 5 times 
inc. 3rd Driving Range Cadogan H. Hurdle, Leopardstown, L. and winner over 
fences and placed 3rd Ballybrit Bank of Ireland Novices' Chase, Galway, L. 

Dr Rocket: 15 wins, £90,435: winner over hurdles at 6 years and 14 wins over 
fences and £88,453 and placed 59 times. 

Green Menelek: 4 wins: 2 wins over hurdles at 5 and 6 years and 2 wins over 
fences and placed 15 times, broodmare. 

  

4th dam 

OVERTIME: ran twice in point-to-points; dam of 3 winners from 9 runners and 9 foals: 
Caroline's Money: placed once at 6 years; dam of 4 winners inc.: 

MEARLIN: 6 wins, £19,738: 3 wins over hurdles at 5 and 6 years inc. Hoechst 
Regumate Mares Nov Hurdle Final, Newbury, L., placed once and 3 wins over 
fences and £11,787 and placed 9 times. 

STABLED IN BARN G BOX 256 

 


